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ACCESSING SPACE WITH FAITH COMMUNITIES 

FOR COMMUNITY MEETINGS/PROGRAMMING 

WHO IS THIS INFORMATION FOR?  
This document is to support community groups (resident and service-provider led) who are looking for meeting 

and programming space and want  to reach out to churches, mosques, temples and synagogues in their 
neighbourhoods to see if meeting space is available in their buildings. 

WHY REACH OUT?  
Churches, mosques, temples and synagogues have been ‘go to‘ places for community organizations for many 

years. There have been many partnerships with non-profit nursery schools and playgroups, Scouts, Guides, and 

seniors groups just to name a few. Faith communities are often looking for ways to serve the local community 
and deepen connections. Providing space is one simple way to accomplish this. Most faith based buildings have 

been designed for community space and have lots of different kinds of facilities like meeting halls, kitchens and 
small group rooms. It is possible that the faith community may be able to provide more than just space in 

support of the community, such as volunteers or promotion or other involvement. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER:  
It is important to remember that faith communities are volunteer- led organizations. While many of them have 

staff (clergy, support and maintenance), those staff are not always full-time. As well, they have often large 
buildings to maintain and limited volunteers and members to resource their upkeep.  There is often a willingness 

to work with local groups but the logistics (such as returning phone calls, being there to open and close the 
building) can be challenging. As well, in many cases, there is a need to charge a rental fee to help support the 

maintenance of the buildings.  

On the neighbourhood group side, there can be a reluctance to hold meeting in a church, mosque or synagogue 
building because of a lack of comfort of being in a space of an unknown religion. There can be the perception 

that all activities that happen in a faith community are related to that community, which is not the case. 

SUCCESS STORIES 
Here are some examples of successes to give some ideas of what is possible. 

EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH AND SOUTH EAST OTTAWA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE 
South-East Ottawa Community Health Centre has used space there over the years.  Recently a Volunteer 

Appreciation Event in the church hall was held.  The Volunteer Coordinator called the Church office and they 
arranged it all.  Tables and chairs were provided as well as use of the kitchen.  Staff were able to come in before 

the event and decorate.  There was a form to fill out, as well as proof of insurance and a reasonable fee for the 
use of the hall. 
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South East CHC found the benefits of using the church were: finding a reasonable, accessible space near where 
people attending the session lived; building bridges with a faith group in their community; making contact with 

community members that did not know about each other and the exchanging information. The challenges were: 
finding a date when the hall was available, and managing that some volunteers did not, at first, feel comfortable 

attending an event at a Christian church. 

ST. MARK’S ANGLICAN CHURCH AND NEPEAN RIDEAU OSGOODE COMMUNITY RESOURCE 

CENTRE (NRORC) 
Another example of a great partnership is a playgroup drop-in for 0-6 year old children organized by NRORC that 
runs out of St. Mark’s Anglican Church in Parkwood Hills .  The church does not charge rent and provides storage 

space for the toys. The group of parents and children who access the drop- in are very culturally diverse which 
can be  a concern when running a program in a church however registration has always been high and people 

come regularly.   

Lessons learnt: Developing a relationship with the clergyperson is important.  This was done by inviting him to 
attend the local Stakeholder meetings which provided opportunity to understand the neighbourhood priority to 

have supports for kindergarten readiness. As a result when NROC approached the church for space, they were on 

board immediately. 

HOW DO YOU CONTACT FAITH COMMUNITIES? 
1. Many places of worship have signs out front with their phone numbers. If they do not call back after a 

couple of days, try again as many of them have limited staff to do administrative work  

2. Check to see if they have a website 

3. Check out listings at the following websites: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Ottawa_churches 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_synagogues_in_Ottawa  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mosques_in_Ottawa 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Ottawa_churches
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_synagogues_in_Ottawa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mosques_in_Ottawa

